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COMPOSITE TIMBER LOOK



SKYSCAPES OUTDOOR FLOORING

Skyscapes originally started as an installation company and
developed into a wholesaler of a variety of modular decking products.
This hands-on experience gives our team a unique understanding of
the functionality of the products we sell and which modular decking
system will best suit your project.
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ABOUT US  

Skyscapes stocks a wide variety of unique, convenient outdoor flooring
solutions of the highest quality, for the most competitive price.



The combination of the beautiful traditional appearance of wood and durability of
composite timber makes Dura Deck Tile Resist ideal for both new installations or for
tiling over unsightly or unwanted outdoor areas. The advanced material composition
meets modern standards set by architects, designers and specifiers. All you need is an
existing firm, flat, hardstanding surface to install our composite timber tiles.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Dura Deck Tile Resist is produced via a co-extrusion
process where a 360° outer armour is used to protect the
core of the tile boards from the elements.
 
The interlocking base means the tiles are easy to lay and
large areas can be installed quickly as no bearers or
fixings are required. Corner and Edge Ramps interlock
with the tile to create an outer row providing a smooth,
safe, angled transition between the tile and hard surface.
 
The blend of high density polyethylene based resins and
recycled hardwood means Dura Deck Tile Resist is UV
stable and will therefore not lose its colour even in sun-
soakedlocations.

The speed at which Dura Deck Tile Resist can be laid also
makes them ideal for quickly rejuvenating outdoor spaces.
The tiles interlock quickly and easily without the need for
screws, nails or bonds and will never need costly and time
consuming painting, staining or oiling. An ideal solution for
avid DIYers and experienced contractors to transform an
outdoor space by creating stunning tiled decking areas in
next to no time.
 
Whether you are considering decking a domestic or
commercial area, you can be sure that you are making an
excellent investment in Dura Deck Tile Resist. Plus, there’s
no need to wait before adding your furniture, plants or
accessories onto your deck – so you can enjoy your new
space as soon as you’ve finished the installation!
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CREATE A BEAUTIFUL HOME
OUTDOOR OASIS  WITH OUR
PREMIUM COMPOSITE
DECK TILES
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Inter locking
Straight  Edge
Ramp

Interlocking Corner  Edge Ramp

Dura Deck
Ti le  Resist

SILVER BIRCH

GREY OAK

WALNUT

OAK
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WIND UPLIFT TESTING
The Dura Deck Tile Resist has undergone wind uplift
testing to establish their suitability in high rise building
environments, where strong negative air pressures are
often prevalent. To instill confidence in our customers,
through testing, we have established that a sample of
12 interconnected tiles do not lift off the ground to any
significant distance. Individual tiles under the same
wind loading conditions showed no movement.

ANTI-SLIP  RESISTANCE

*(4S  RUBBER SL IDER )  PENDULUM TEST  VALUES (PTVS)

Low Slip Potential
(36+ PTV)

Moderate Slip Potential
(25-35 PTV)

Low Slip Potential
(36+ PTV)

To validate the suitability of Dura Deck Tile Resist for architectural applications, Dura Composites executed
live testing using pre-determined pressure variations to mimic high rise balcony conditions. Based on the

results gained, we are confident Dura Deck Tile Resist can be successfully specified for high rise projects.
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APPLICATIONS

FEATURES
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Our Deck Tile Resist beats all other composite
tiles on the market. Here’s why...
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INSTALLATION
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6


